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IT'S EASY

Our Measuring Guide is very easy to use! It will help you collect the basic information
needed for our team to begin the process of designing your new kitchen or bath. This does
not have to be a work of art - it simply needs to be a clear and accurate drawing of your
space. Feel free to use the attached graph paper. Otherwise you can use any paper.
Remember, we're here to help! Please call 703-962-7510 with any questions.
Step 1: Your Kitchen Shape
Draw your kitchen in the shape of a box showing all the walls that you believe
will have cabinetry. Make sure you include any and all major structural features.
Step 2: Draw it Out
Mark all openings in the space (windows, doorways, etc.). Make sure you include
radiators or other obstacles that may affect where cabinetry can be installed. Next,
label all the openings in your space using letters. Record these letters as a key on your
sketch.
Step 3: Measure
Now it's time to measure! Using a tape measure, measure all openings from the outside
to the inside edge. Fill in the key accordingly. If you feel uncomfortable with precise
measurement, feel free to round to the nearest inch. Remember, this sketch will only be
used as a guideline to get started on the design process. Exact measurements will be
taken by our team at a later date!
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Step 4: Your Layout
Most of our clients already have a great idea of where their major items will go
in their new space. We encourage you to sketch the ideas you have for the layout
of your kitchen or bath. Feel free to include the placement of your sink, fridge and
other appliances.
Step 5: Pictures of your Space
It will really help our team, especially our designer, if you take "before" photos of your
kitchen or bath and send them to us, along with your sketch/measurements.

All done! We told you it was easy!
Our contact details are available on page 5.
Explore is a Pro Partner Contractor of CliqStudios.com
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Name:
Phone:
Email:

Drawing does not need to be perfect or to
scale - just neat. Feel free to use any paper.
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SEND YOUR INFORMATION TO US

You're almost done! The last step is to send us your sketch and photos.

EMAIL
info@exploregranitecountertops.com
TEXT
703-725-1477

We look forward to receiving your sketch/photos and will be in touch shortly!
Explore is a Pro Partner Contractor of CliqStudios.com
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